Domestic Varity Trekking Tour
Packages
Attraction overviews
Bale Mountain National Park
The park is situated 400 kms southeast of Addis Ababa, with an area of high altitude plateau of
2470sq.km with a numerous spectacular volcanic plugs and peaks, beautiful tiny alpine lakes and
rushing streams from the mountain descending to deep rocky gorges on their way down to the
lowlands .bale mountain national park is one of the largest Afro-Alpine habitat in Africa. It
offers visitors with opportunities of mountaineering, horse trekking, scenic drive, and occasion to
view some of Ethiopian endemic mammals. The park was first established to serve as a sanctuary
for the three rare endemic species of animals, namely, Ethiopian Wolf, Mountain Nyala and
Menilik Bushbuck. About 1600 flora species shelter in the park of which 160 are endemic to
Ethiopia and 34 are strictly endemic to the park. Altitudes ranging between 1500-4450 meters
above sea level, interims of temperature the park experience between -15oc- 260c . Fauna -78
mammals’ species of which 17 are endemic to Ethiopia .there are rare and endangered as well as
endemic species (Ethiopian Wolf and Mountain Nyala) over 280 bird species have been recorded
including eight endemic: - yellow-fronted parrot, Abyssinian long claw, spot breasted plover,
Abyssinian wood pecker, Abyssinian cat bird) And much more. There are several rare endemic
frogs, including four specious
The Simien Mountain National Park
The Simien Mountain Massif is one of the major highlands of Africa, rising to the highest point
in Ethiopia, Ras Dejen (4620m), which is the fourth highest peak in the continent. Although in
Africa and not too far from the equator, snow and ice appear on the highest points and night
temperatures often fall below zero.
The national park has three general botanical regions. The lower slopes have been cultivated and
grazed, while the alpine regions (up to 3600m) were forested, although much has now
disappeared. The higher lands are mountain grasslands with fescue grasses as well as heathers
splendid
Red
Hot
Pokers
and
Giant
Lobelia.
The park was created primarily to protect the indigenous Walia Ibex, a type of wild goat. Also in
the park are families of the Gelada Baboon and the rare Ethiopian wolf. There are more than 50
species of birds have been reported in the Simien mountains.

Title

Ethiopian Trekking Tour to Simien Mountains
National Park & Gonder
Tour Code
TDTP 001
Tour Duration
06 Nights and 07 Days
Mode of Transportation ( Surface drive + Surface Drive with –Minivan/ Bus/ Four- wheel
Domestic flight)
drives with domestic flights
Number of travelers
Optional
Type of accommodation
Attraction Highlights

Your choose Hotels or Lodges
Up market/ Moderate/ Budget /camping
Addis Ababa ,Gonder, castles, Ethiopian Jews,
endemic wild life, Walia Ibex, Ethiopian Wolf, the
Gelada Baboon, People, Nature ,National Park,
UNSCO site, stunning scenery, breathtaking
mountains

Departure Point/ Place: - Addis Ababa Bole Domestic terminal 1
Departure Time: - 6:00 Western / 12:00 Ethiopian Time

DAY 1- FLY ADDIS ABABA – GONDER
Morning after everyone gather at the departure point/Place and time 6:00 am transfer fly to
Gondar; visit the castle compound of Gonder, Baths of Fasildes and the Debre Berhan Selassie
Church famous for its "winged angels" that adorn the ceiling, overnight hotel.
DAY 2- GONDER- SANKABER- Trek to Sankaber
Morning after breakfast drive to Simien Mountains National Park after 100km arrive to Debark
the head quarter to escort the local guide and scoute then further drive and start trek to Sankaber
(2-3hrs), the Simien Mts. National Park, a UNESCO World Heritage Site famous for its dramatic
highland scenery, it is also world renowned for its endemic wild life of Walia Ibex, Ethiopian
Wolf and the Gelada Baboon overnight camping at Sankaber.
DAY 3- SANKABER- GEECH- Trek to Geech

Morning after breakfast Trek Sankaber to Geech (5-6hrs) en route view and admire the endemic
Gelada Baboonand the spectacular scenery, overnight Geech camping.
DAY 4- GEECH- IMET GOGO- SAHA- GEECH -Trek to Imet Gogo
After a relaxed breakfast Continue trekking the peaks of Imet GoGo and Saha (5-6 hrs) to see the
dramatic view of the Simien Mountain National Park. Then Trek back, overnight Geech camping.
DAY 5- GEECH- CHENEK Trek to Chenek
Early morning after breakfast Trek Geech- Chenek (8-9 hrs) on the way observing the endemic
Walia Ibex and the breathtaking rock formation of the UNSCO heritage national park, overnight
Chenek Camping
DAY 6- CHENEK- GONDER morning Trek to Bwahit Ras
Early morning Trek Chenek- Bwahit Ras the second highest pick in the park (4430m) to see the
view and the endemic Walia Ibex then trek back meet the car at Chenek base camp drive back to
Gonder on the way visit the Felasha Village (Ethiopia Jews) overnight hotel.
DAY 7- GONDER- ADDIS ABABA
Morning after breakfast transfer to the airport to fly back Addis Afternoon city tour and souvenir
shopping, evening cultural dinner in traditional restaurant dinner.
END OF THE TOUR

Detail service
Included:All accommodations

Your choose of Hotels or Lodges during Towns
and Camping during Trekking
Up market/ Moderate/ Budget/ camping

Meal plan:- Optional meal plan
BB- Bed & Breakfast

your choose of Meal Plan,
complimentary soft drinks/ water

with

one

HB- Half Board- Lunch/ Dinner
FB- Full Board- Lunch & Dinner
Transportation (Surface Drive+ Domestic Flight very good condition Minivan/ Bus/ Four-wheel
and Trekking )
Drive with Domestic flight and Trekking
The kind of Vehicle will depend based on the
season, Number of travelers and Budget
Entrance fee

All entrance fee in the sight and village

Guiding service

Professional English speaking Trekking guide
and a local guide in each destination and scout
in the case of attraction sight and national park

All camping equipment with cooking material All camping equipment during trekking with
and professional cook
professional cook and fresh meal throughput the
trip
Water
Daily bottled water
Government tax
Since our company is legal our price include
government tax
Not included:







Any meal which is not mentioned in the included part
Alcohol beverages,
Tourist Insurance,
Video filming and photography fees,
Tips and items of personal nature like laundry, souvenirs, etc
All expense that are not mentioned in the included part

Title
Tour Code
Tour Duration
Mode of Transportation ( all Surface drive)
Number of travelers
Type of accommodation

Attraction Highlights

Ethiopian Trekking Tour to
Bale Mountain
National Park
TDTP 002
06 Nights and 07 Days
Surface Drive with –Minivan/ Bus/ Four- wheel
drives
Optional
Your choose Hotels or Lodges
Up market/ Moderate/ Budget / during the town and
camping throughout trekking
Great Rift Valley, Lakes, Ethiopian Wolf, alpine
lakes, endemic vegetation, birding, People, Nature,
National Park, stunning scenery, breathtaking
mountains

Departure Point/ Place: - Meskel squire
Departure Time: - 7:00 Western / 1:00 Ethiopian Time

DAY 1- ADDIS ABABA – BALE MOUNTAINS NATIONAL PARK/ DINSHO
Morning after everyone gather at the departure point/Place and time 7: am Drive Addis AbabaDinsho head quarter of Bale Mountain National park, Arrival late afternoon trek around the head
quarter compound to see the endemic Mountain Nyala, Menilk Bush back and other endemic
birds, overnight camping
DAY 2- DINSHO- KNOTERA
Morning after breakfast trek from Dinsho to Kotera which is about (3200m.a.s.l) and about 5 hrs
trekking on the way admire the surrounding scenery with flora and fauna arrival Fuji Bara
Waterfalls, overnight camping.

DAY 3- KNOTERA- WASSAMAR
Morning after breakfast and packing the camping gear trek Kotare to Wassama (4000m.a.s.l) and
takes 5-8 hrs trekking through the spectacular scenery and view, overnight camping
DAY 4- WASSAMAR- GEBREGURACHA
Morning after breakfast continue trekking from Wassama to Gebreguracha an alpine lake on the
top of the mountain (takes 8 hrs) passing by Batu Mount possibly observe Ethiopian wolf,
overnight camping
DAY 5- GEBREGURACHA- SANATE- HARENA FOREST
Trek from Gebreguracha to Sanete (about 4 hrs trekking) to meet the car on the way observe
Ethiopian wolf, lammergeyer and other birds of prey and then drive to Harena Forest, overnight
camping
DAY 6- FULL DAY HARENA FOREST & SANATE- GOBA
Full day explore the Harena forest walking through and visit waterfalls and drive to Sanete
plateau to admire the high alpine highland and the rare endemic Ethiopian Wolfs and TULU
DEMTU- the second highest pick in the country
DAY 7- GOBA- ADDIS ABABA
Morning after breakfast Drive back to Addis on the way visit the rift valley lake, evening cultural
dinner in traditional restaurant dinner
END OF THE TOUR

Detail service
Included:All accommodations

Your choose of Hotels or Lodges during Towns
and Camping during Trekking
Up market/ Moderate/ Budget/ camping

Meal plan:- Optional meal plan
BB- Bed & Breakfast

your choose of Meal Plan,
complimentary soft drinks/ water

with

one

HB- Half Board- Lunch/ Dinner
FB- Full Board- Lunch & Dinner
Transportation (Surface Drive+ Trekking )
The kind of Vehicle will depend based on the
season, Number of travelers and Budget

very good condition Minivan/ Bus/ Four-wheel
Drive with Trekking

Entrance fee

All entrance fee in the sight and village

Guiding service

Professional English speaking Trekking guide
and a local guide in each destination and scout
in the case of attraction sight and national park

All camping equipment with cooking material All camping equipment during trekking with
and professional cook
professional cook and fresh meal throughput the
trip
Water
Daily bottled water
Government tax
Since our company is legal our price include
government tax
Not included:






Any meal which is not mentioned in the included part
Alcohol beverages,
Tourist Insurance,
Video filming and photography fees,
Tips and items of personal nature like laundry, souvenirs, etc
All expense that are not mentioned in the included part

Title

Trekking in Simien Mountains National Park with
the highest pick in the country RAS DASHIN &
Gonder
Tour Code
TDTP 003
Tour Duration
09 Nights and 10 Days
Mode of Transportation ( Surface drive + Surface Drive with –Minivan/ Bus/ Four- wheel
Domestic flight)
drives with domestic flights
Number of travelers
Optional
Type of accommodation
Attraction Highlights

Your choose Hotels or Lodges
Up market/ Moderate/ Budget /camping
Addis Ababa ,Gonder, castles, Ethiopian Jews,
endemic wild life, Walia Ibex, Ethiopian Wolf, the
Gelada Baboon, People, Nature ,National Park,
UNSCO site, stunning scenery, breathtaking
mountains

Departure Point/ Place: - Addis Ababa Bole Domestic terminal 1
Departure Time: - 6:00 Western / 12:00 Ethiopian Time

DAY 1- ADDIS ABABA – GONDER
Morning after everyone gather at the departure point/Place and time 6:00 am transfer fly to
Gondar; visit the castle compound of Gonder, Baths of Fasildes and the Debre Berhan Selassie
Church famous for its "winged angels" that adorn the ceiling, overnight hotel.
DAY 2- GONDER- SANKABER- Trek to Sankaber
Morning after breakfast drive to Simien Mountains National Park after 100km arrive to Debark
the head quarter to escort the local guide and scoute then further drive and start trek to Sankaber
(2-3hrs), the Simien Mts. National Park, a UNESCO World Heritage Site famous for its dramatic
highland scenery, it is also world renowned for its endemic wild life of Walia Ibex, Ethiopian
Wolf and the Gelada Baboon overnight camping at Sankaber.
DAY 3- SANKABER- GEECH- Trek to Geech
Morning after breakfast Trek Sankaber to Geech (5-6hrs) en route view and admire the endemic
Gelada Baboonand the spectacular scenery, overnight Geech camping.

DAY 4- GEECH- IMET GOGO- SAHA- GEECH -Trek to Imet Gogo
After a relaxed breakfast Continue trekking the peaks of Imet GoGo and Saha (5-6 hrs) to see the
dramatic view of the Simien Mountain National Park. Then Trek back, overnight Geech camping.
DAY 5- GEECH- CHENEK Trek to Chenek
Early morning after breakfast Trek Geech- Chenek (8-9 hrs) on the way observing the endemic
Walia Ibex and the breathtaking rock formation of the UNSCO heritage national park, overnight
Chenek Camping
DAY 6- CHENEK- BWAHIT RAS- AMBIQO
Trek to Ambiqo, over the mount of Bwahit Ras the second highest pinnacle in the park 4430
m.a.s.l (7-8 Hrs trekking), overnight camping at Ambiqo.
DAY 7- AMBIQO- RAS DASHIN- AMBIQO
Early morning Trek to Ras Dashen which is at 4620mt a.s.l. is the highest peak in the country
and the 4th in the continent; have picnic lunch and trek back to Ambiqo, overnight Ambiqo
Camping.
DAY 8- AMBIQO- CHENEK
Trek back to Chenek afternoon observes the endemic Walia Ibex near the camp site, overnight
Camping.
DAY 9- CHENEK- GONDER
Morning after breakfast meet the car at Chenek base camp then drive back to Gonder on the way
visit the Felasha Village (Ethiopia Jews) overnight hotel.
DAY 10- GONDER- ADDIS ABABA
Morning after breakfast transfer to the airport to fly back Addis Afternoon city tour and souvenir
shopping, evening cultural dinner in traditional restaurant dinner.
END OF THE TOUR

Detail service
Included:All accommodations

Your choose of Hotels or Lodges during Towns
and Camping during Trekking
Up market/ Moderate/ Budget/ camping

Meal plan:- Optional meal plan
BB- Bed & Breakfast

your choose of Meal Plan,
complimentary soft drinks/ water

with

one

HB- Half Board- Lunch/ Dinner
FB- Full Board- Lunch & Dinner
Transportation (Surface Drive+ Domestic Flight very good condition Minivan/ Bus/ Four-wheel
and Trekking )
Drive with Domestic flight and Trekking
The kind of Vehicle will depend based on the
season, Number of travelers and Budget
Entrance fee

All entrance fee in the sight and village

Guiding service

Professional English speaking Trekking guide
and a local guide in each destination and scout
in the case of attraction sight and national park

All camping equipment with cooking material All camping equipment during trekking with
and professional cook
professional cook and fresh meal throughput the
trip
Water
Daily bottled water
Government tax
Since our company is legal our price include
government tax
Not included:







Any meal which is not mentioned in the included part
Alcohol beverages,
Tourist Insurance,
Video filming and photography fees,
Tips and items of personal nature like laundry, souvenirs, etc
All expense that are not mentioned in the included part

Title

Ethiopian Combination Trekking Tour to Simien
Mountains & Bale Mountains National Park with
Gonder and the Great Rift Valley
Tour Code
TDTP 004
Tour Duration
13 Nights and 14 Days
Mode of Transportation ( Surface drive + Surface Drive with –Minivan/ Bus/ Four- wheel
Domestic flight)
drives with domestic flights
Number of travelers
Optional
Type of accommodation
Attraction Highlights

Your choose Hotels or Lodges
Up market/ Moderate/ Budget /camping
Gonder, Goba, Great Rift Valley, lakes castles,
Ethiopian Jews, endemic wild life, Walia Ibex,
Ethiopian Wolf, the Gelada Baboon, Mountain
Niyala, Minilik Bushback, People, alpine lake
,vegetation, birds of prays, Nature ,National Park,
UNSCO site, stunning scenery, breathtaking
mountains and much more.

Departure Point/ Place: - Addis Ababa Bole Domestic terminal 1
Departure Time: - 6:00 Western / 12:00 Ethiopian Time

DAY 1- ADDIS ABABA – GONDER
Morning after everyone gather at the departure point/Place and time 6:00 am transfer fly to
Gondar; visit the castle compound of Gonder, Baths of Fasildes and the Debre Berhan Selassie
Church famous for its "winged angels" that adorn the ceiling, overnight hotel.
DAY 2- GONDER- SANKABER- Trek to Sankaber
Morning after breakfast drive to Simien Mountains National Park after 100km arrive to Debark
the head quarter to escort the local guide and scoute then further drive and start trek to Sankaber
(2-3hrs), the Simien Mts. National Park, a UNESCO World Heritage Site famous for its dramatic
highland scenery, it is also world renowned for its endemic wild life of Walia Ibex, Ethiopian
Wolf and the Gelada Baboon overnight camping at Sankaber.

DAY 3- SANKABER- GEECH- Trek to Geech
Morning after breakfast Trek Sankaber to Geech (5-6hrs) en route view and admire the endemic
Gelada Baboonand the spectacular scenery, overnight Geech camping.
DAY 4- GEECH- IMET GOGO- SAHA- GEECH -Trek to Imet Gogo
After a relaxed breakfast Continue trekking the peaks of Imet GoGo and Saha (5-6 hrs) to see the
dramatic view of the Simien Mountain National Park. Then Trek back, overnight Geech camping.
DAY 5- GEECH- CHENEK Trek to Chenek
Early morning after breakfast Trek Geech- Chenek (8-9 hrs) on the way observing the endemic
Walia Ibex and the breathtaking rock formation of the UNSCO heritage national park, overnight
Chenek Camping
DAY 6- CHENEK- GONDER morning Trek to Bwahit Ras
Early morning Trek Chenek- Bwahit Ras the second highest pick in the park (4430m) to see the
view and the endemic Walia Ibex then trek back meet the car at Chenek base camp drive back to
Gonder on the way visit the Felasha Village (Ethiopia Jews) overnight hotel.
DAY 7- FLY GONDER- ADDIS ABABA- DRIVE TO LANGANO
Morning after breakfast transfer to the airport to fly back Addis meet the team and drive
southward to Langano passing the great rift valley with the beautiful lakes, overnight hotel/
DAY 8- LANGANO – BALE MOUNTAINS NATIONAL PARK/ DINSHO
Morning after everyone gather at the departure point/Place and time 7: am Drive Addis AbabaDinsho head quarter of Bale Mountain National park, Arrival late afternoon trek around the head
quarter compound to see the endemic Mountain Nyala, Menilk Bush back and other endemic
birds, overnight camping
DAY 9- DINSHO- KNOTERA
Morning after breakfast trek from Dinsho to Kotera which is about (3200m.a.s.l) and about 5 hrs
trekking on the way admire the surrounding scenery with flora and fauna arrival Fuji Bara
Waterfalls, overnight camping.
DAY 10- KNOTERA- WASSAMAR
Morning after breakfast and packing the camping gear trek Kotare to Wassama (4000m.a.s.l) and
takes 5-8 hrs trekking through the spectacular scenery and view, overnight camping

DAY 11- WASSAMAR- GEBREGURACHA
Morning after breakfast continue trekking from Wassama to Gebreguracha an alpine lake on the
top of the mountain (takes 8 hrs) passing by Batu Mount possibly observe Ethiopian wolf,
overnight camping
DAY 12- GEBREGURACHA- SANATE- HARENA FOREST
Trek from Gebreguracha to Sanete (about 4 hrs trekking) to meet the car on the way observe
Ethiopian wolf, lammergeyer and other birds of prey and then drive to Harena Forest, overnight
camping
DAY 13- FULL DAY HARENA FOREST & SANATE- GOBA
Full day explore the Harena forest walking through and visit waterfalls and drive to Sanete
plateau to admire the high alpine highland and the rare endemic Ethiopian Wolfs and TULU
DEMTU- the second highest pick in the country
DAY 14- GOBA- ADDIS ABABA
Morning after breakfast Drive back to Addis on the way visit the rift valley lake, evening cultural
dinner in traditional restaurant dinner
END OF THE TOUR
Detail service
Included:-

All accommodations

Your choose of Hotels or Lodges during Towns
and Camping during Trekking
Up market/ Moderate/ Budget/ camping

Meal plan:- Optional meal plan
BB- Bed & Breakfast

your choose of Meal Plan,
complimentary soft drinks/ water

with

one

HB- Half Board- Lunch/ Dinner
FB- Full Board- Lunch & Dinner
Transportation (Domestic
Drive+ Trekking )

flight

+Surface very good condition Minivan/ Bus/ Four-wheel
Drive and Domestic flights and Trekking with
Domestic Flight
The kind of Vehicle will depend based on the
season, Number of travelers and Budget
ADDIS ABABA- GONDER
GONDER- ADDIS ABABA
Entrance fee

All entrance fee in the sight and village

Guiding service

Professional English speaking Trekking guide
and a local guide in each destination and scout
in the case of attraction sight and national park

All camping equipment with cooking material All camping equipment during trekking with
and professional cook
professional cook and fresh meal throughput the
trip
Water
Daily bottled water
Government tax
Since our company is legal our price include
government tax
Not included:







Any meal which is not mentioned in the included part
Alcohol beverages,
Tourist Insurance,
Video filming and photography fees,
Tips and items of personal nature like laundry, souvenirs, etc
All expense that are not mentioned in the included part

Title

Ethiopian Trekking Tour to Simien Mountains
National Park with RAS DASHIN & Gonder
Tour Code
TDTP 005
Tour Duration
09 Nights and 10 Days
Mode of Transportation ( Surface drive + Surface Drive with –Minivan/ Bus/ Four- wheel
Domestic flight)
drives with domestic flights
Number of travelers
Optional
Type of accommodation
Attraction Highlights

Your choose Hotels or Lodges
Up market/ Moderate/ Budget /camping
Gonder, castles, Ethiopian Jews, endemic wild life,
Walia Ibex, Ethiopian Wolf, the Gelada Baboon,
People, Nature ,National Park, UNSCO site,
stunning scenery, breathtaking mountains

Departure Point/ Place: - Addis Ababa Bole Domestic terminal 1
Departure Time: - 6:00 Western / 12:00 Ethiopian Time

DAY 1- ADDIS ABABA – GONDER
Morning after everyone gather at the departure point/Place and time 6:00 am transfer fly to
Gondar; visit the castle compound of Gonder, Baths of Fasildes and the Debre Berhan Selassie
Church famous for its "winged angels" that adorn the ceiling, overnight hotel.
DAY 2- GONDER- SANKABER- Trek to Sankaber
Morning after breakfast drive to Simien Mountains National Park after 100km arrive to Debark
the head quarter to escort the local guide and scoute then further drive and start trek to Sankaber
(2-3hrs), the Simien Mts. National Park, a UNESCO World Heritage Site famous for its dramatic
highland scenery, it is also world renowned for its endemic wild life of Walia Ibex, Ethiopian
Wolf and the Gelada Baboon overnight camping at Sankaber.
DAY 3- SANKABER- GEECH- Trek to Geech
Morning after breakfast Trek Sankaber to Geech (5-6hrs) en route view and admire the endemic
Gelada Baboonand the spectacular scenery, overnight Geech camping.

DAY 4- GEECH- IMET GOGO- SAHA- GEECH -Trek to Imet Gogo
After a relaxed breakfast Continue trekking the peaks of Imet GoGo and Saha (5-6 hrs) to see the
dramatic view of the Simien Mountain National Park. Then Trek back, overnight Geech camping.
DAY 5- GEECH- CHENEK Trek to Chenek
Early morning after breakfast Trek Geech- Chenek (8-9 hrs) on the way observing the endemic
Walia Ibex and the breathtaking rock formation of the UNSCO heritage national park, overnight
Chenek Camping
DAY 6- CHENEK- BWAHIT RAS- AMBIQO
Trek to Ambiqo, over the mount of Bwahit Ras the second highest pinnacle in the park 4430
m.a.s.l (7-8 Hrs trekking), overnight camping at Ambiqo.
DAY 7- AMBIQO- RAS DASHIN- AREQUAZEY
Early morning Trek to Ras Dashen which is at 4620 above sea level is the highest peak in the
country and the 4th in the continent; have picnic lunch and continue trek to Arequazey, overnight
Arequazey Camping.
DAY 8- AREQUAZEY- SONA
Morning after breakfast Trek to Sona passing the beautiful village and landscape on the way
picnic lunch will be served, overnight Camping.
DAY 9- SONA- ADIARKAY- GONDER
Morning after breakfast trek to Adiarkay enjoy the last day trekking in the gorgeous scenery and
arrive at the small town of Adiarkay, coffee and tea break and meet the car to drive back o
Gonder, on the way stop at Debark the head quarter to goodbye the trekking team and further
drive to Gonder, overnight hotel.
DAY 10- GONDER- ADDIS ABABA
Morning after breakfast transfer to the airport to fly back Addis Afternoon city tour and souvenir
shopping, evening cultural dinner in traditional restaurant dinner.
END OF THE TOUR

Detail service
Included:All accommodations

Your choose of Hotels or Lodges during Towns
and Camping during Trekking
Up market/ Moderate/ Budget/ camping

Meal plan:- Optional meal plan
BB- Bed & Breakfast

your choose of Meal Plan,
complimentary soft drinks/ water

with

one

HB- Half Board- Lunch/ Dinner
FB- Full Board- Lunch & Dinner
Transportation (Surface Drive+ Domestic Flight very good condition Minivan/ Bus/ Four-wheel
and Trekking )
Drive with Domestic flight and Trekking
The kind of Vehicle will depend based on the
season, Number of travelers and Budget
Entrance fee

All entrance fee in the sight and village

Guiding service

Professional English speaking Trekking guide
and a local guide in each destination and scout
in the case of attraction sight and national park

All camping equipment with cooking material All camping equipment during trekking with
and professional cook
professional cook and fresh meal throughput the
trip
Water
Daily bottled water
Government tax
Since our company is legal our price include
government tax
Not included:







Any meal which is not mentioned in the included part
Alcohol beverages,
Tourist Insurance,
Video filming and photography fees,
Tips and items of personal nature like laundry, souvenirs, etc
All expense that are not mentioned in the included part

